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István Gödri
Managing Director, 
AVENTICS Hungary Kft.:

In Hungary, since the political transformation of the country 
around 1990, several initiatives have been launched to po

pularize alternative driving systems, but I am not aware of any that has reached nine 
years of existence with continuous improvement and organizers already working on 
preparations for the tenth competition. I believe that the secret of this successful se
ries is that the enthusiastic team based in Eger looks at the Pneumobile project as its 
own creation, and understands how much value college and university students ac
quire from building airdriven racing vehicles. In addition to their standard training in 
theory, Pneumobile Competitions help students get a taste of practical work, learn to 
act as a team and also provide an opportunity to implement their creative ideas. With 
relatively low risk, they can gain important experience that will help them in finding a 
job and also in their work as engineers. I owe a huge thank you to my colleagues, the 
city of Eger and – last but not least – to all college and university professors who took 

up this extra task and provided help and support for their students in creating value.

Lukasz Stanczak 
Head of the Pneumobile Panel of Judges,

AVENTICS Hungary Kft.:

This year’s competition again required hard work from and 
gave many tasks for both the competitors and the organi
zers, and was great fun all throughout. We have received a lot of praise for the organi
zation of the event, and we have also been given a bunch of observations helping us 
further improve our activities in the future.
We are very pleased to have seen spectacular engineering and technical develop
ments again: the racing vehicles are getting better every year! The students immerse 
themselves in the world of pneumatics and each year obtain more and more ex
perience in the use of Aventics pneumatic components. By now, pneumobiles have 
become so strong and fast that we have to consider making them safer and perhaps 
even a bit slower.
The project presentations brought a new element into the wellestablished scope 
of the Pneumobile Competition. During their multimedia presentations, the students 
presented the key moments of their preparations to the judges and their fellow com
petitors, giving account of how they overcame difficulties, how they found the ways 
to success and how they tackled management and marketing tasks, expanding the 
scope of their engineering roles. By all means, this initiative is worthy of being con
tinued, because it gives exciting insight into how the teams operate.
I hope the visitors and the spectators were also satisfied with the competition and the 
sideevents providing entertainment and opportunities for playful learning.
Overall, I think the 9th Pneumobile Competition was successfully completed in 
cooperation with the students and their teachers. Personally, I am very happy that I 
have been a part of this adventure again!

Wibke Schwarz 
Assistant - Sales Europe,
AVENTICS GmbH:

It was with 
great joy that 
I participated 
in the ninth 
Pneumobile 
Competition. 
I would like 
to take this 
opportunity 
to thank our 
fellow employees in Eger and the 
Hungarian sales team for organiz
ing the competition. This year’s race 
again attrac ted competitors from 
Hungary and the neighbouring coun
tries like a magnet, and the perfect 
spring weather lured many visitors to 
the venue located within the largest 
park of Eger. This was the third com
petition I participated in, and it was 
a pleasure to see my Hungarian col
leagues again and meet Hungarian 
and foreign partners. This year it was 
demonstrated again that the Pneu
mobile Competition also presents a 
golden opportunity for building busi
ness and commercial relationships, 
and I am already looking forward to 

the tenth annual event in 2017!

EVALUATION

Speed and safety
This year’s Pneumobile Competition 
was a three-day event with new 
elements added to the schedule, 
and a new speed record set aga-
in! This is how organizers and staff 
members saw the ninth edition of 
our international competition of air-
driven vehicles.
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Endre Tamás  
Pneumobile Technical Advisor, 

AVENTICS Hungary Kft.:
Again, this year we managed to intro
duce some new features. The event ex
panded to three days, with the presenta
tions of the competing teams introduced as a new element, and 
achieved general success. We are planning to keep this format in 
the future with some adjustments. The introduction of the Pneureg 
software was also a new feature, facilitating the application for the 
competition, the registration of data and the storage of documenta
tions, including the “PneuShop” section of the software used by the 
teams to submit their component requirements. This was a huge 
help for the organizers, and provided more detailed and faster in
formation to the teams. We are planning to further extend this sys
tem next year. This year more teams entered the competition from 
abroad than from Hungary, demonstrating our growing internatio
nal recognition. The teams surprised the judges with a number of 
major technical innovations, and performed well in implementing 
them. The racefitness of the vehicles saw a significant improve
ment, which we wish to further increase in the future. 
Compliance with safety considerations is an important aspect, with 
new measures required due to increasing speeds. Overall, we con
sider the competition a success – also based on the feedback re
ceived – and would like to thank all contributors, organizers, com
petitors and the teachers and professors who helped the teams 
prepare for the event. There were numerous new members in the 
team of organizers, and the successful implementation of the event 
was largely due to their conscientious work. We are preparing for 
next year’s tenth Pneumobile Competition with unwavering mo
mentum and hope that the 10th anniversary event will be worthy 
of its successful past.

István Hegymegi
Sales Manager, 
AVENTICS Hungary Kft.:
The Pneumobile Competition is an 
outstanding platform for Sales, be
cause it enables us to meet our cus

tomers and business partners in an informal setting. This year’s 
new features also provided new opportunities for us. Our guests 
coming from various branches of the profession participa
ted in the work of the judges who evaluated the presentations 
delivered by the teams, and also an opportunity to introduce 
themselves and recruit new employees at the Mini Expo. This 
year marked the first time we organized a factory visit for our 
partners in order to show them how our factory operates, and 
see for themselves in realtime how cylinders and valves are 
assembled. The VIP dinner was a perfect occasion for our sales 
representatives to meet with the customers at the dinner table 
and have a conversation in a casual, informal setting. This year 
our guests included representatives from the Hungarian affiliate 
of Mercedes based in Kecskemét. We are planning to introduce 
a refreshed programme for sales representatives at the tenth 
anniversary competition, which will feature new elements and 

make even better use of Eger’s tourismrelated potential.

Ferenc Bolyki    
Pneumobile Technical Manager, 

AVENTICS Hungary Kft.:

We made a lot of rule changes for the 
ninth competition, primarily serving 
the purpose to improve the safety of the drivers and ensure the 
functionality and racefitness of the pneumobiles. These chan
ges contributed to the teams having to spend less time on fix
ing and repairs before the races this year, and also reduced the 
number of teams dropping out of the competition due to techni
cal issues. The vehicles are constantly getting faster – the previ
ous speed record was broken this year again – and the battle on 
the race track is getting more and more dynamic; therefore, we 
are going to introduce even stricter safety rules next year. This 
year was the first to have a “professional day” when the teams 
and the sponsors had the opportunity to introduce themselves. 
The success of these new events surpassed our expectations, 
and through the presentations it was very interesting to have a 
look into the preparation of the teams, the design process of the 
pneumobiles and the division of work. We are definitely going to 
keep this feature in the future!
We owe special thanks to all employees taking part in arrange
ment and organization, since the 2016 competition was almost 
a day and a half longer than the previous ones, requiring extra 
effort from everyone. Based on feedback and my own experi
ences, I can say we did a good job. I hope the recognition of our 
work will be no less positive next year for the tenth anniversary 
Pneumobile Competition!

Mihály Varga
Pneumobile Project Manager, 
AVENTICS Hungary Kft.:
We are trying to create traditions and 
innovations at the Pneumobile Com
petition. One example of these efforts 

is the highly successful “Heptathlon” event, now traditionally held 
each year, taking place this year in a really good atmosphere with 
enormous success. Even as the competition was closing, partici
pants were still asking for the points sheets, and we hope that this 
game was more than just a popular game for families. Organizing 
this year’s threeday event presented many challenges. The Pneu
mobile project presentation was launched as a new feature for the 
competitors, and is expected to be continued in the future as a tradi
tion. Our sponsors had the opportunity to directly meet the students 
at the Mini Expo, providing one more chance to get acquainted with 
and collect future colleagues in addition to the expo on Saturday. 
During the procession in the city, we managed to form a gigantic 
Aventics logo with the participation of the competitors. Finally, good 
weather set in for the day of the competetion, providing a perfect 

environment for some really exciting races and a lot of surprises.

EVALUATION
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THROUGH THE EYES OF THE COMPETITORS

Constant need for improvement
First they build the vehicles, then they push them to the limits as hard as the 
cylinders can take it – it is the competitors and their teachers who immerse in 
the competition the deepest. Here is what they had to say about this year’s 
experience.

Péter Levente Dobos
Pepp-Air Team, University of Szeged:

For this year’s race, we redesigned the vehicle built for last year. We made a lot 
of improvements, practically leaving only the motor formula (two power cylinders 
with gear rack drive and PLC engine control) unchanged. We particularly enjoyed 
having to compete with the other teams by delivering presentations, and were es
pecially delighted that the first of these events was won by the other Szegedbased 
team, Airrari. We fell short of our expectations in the longdistance race, but we can 
be proud of our results achieved in the other two events: fourth place in the arcade 
race and third place in the acceleration race. In addition, we won the special prize 
awarded by the city of Eger for Most Inventive Design, and were very happy to have 
reached our own personal best for top speed.

Zsolt Farkas
Preparatory Tutor, 
Budapest University of Technology 
and Economics (BME)

Following the momentum of the pre
vious years, the competition in 2016 
brought additional unforgettable experi
ences. The project presentations provi
ded insight into the everyday activities of 
teams entering the competition, show
ing in detail how pneumobiles come to 
life from the birth of the idea up to the 
day of the race. On the racetrack, the 
vehicles with well thoughtout and safe 
design, stable operation, detailed elabo
ration and optimization based on tele
metric results provided a spectacular 
competition for all. Each member of the 
BME “Műszakik Franchise” would like to 
thank the spectators for their continu
ous support, as well as the organizers, 
sponsors and every competitor for al
ways enhancing this highquality com

petition with new content.

Dávid Fekete
Műszakik Kvadóc Team, 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics

We built a new vehicle for this year with the Műszakik Pneumobile 
team. The interesting thing about the design is that in this machine 
both rear wheels are driven and feature independent suspensions, 
enabling us to achieve better traction. Around the beginning of Oc
tober 2015, we had an outline of what we wanted to design and 
build. Subsequently, the members of the team were assigned the 
tasks divided into larger units, with electronics, engine, suspen
sion, frame and pneumatics each constituting a separate unit. For
tunately, we received a lot of product support, and the rest of the 
costs were financed using the money left over from the prizes we 
had won at the MVM Energy Race in previous years.

János Bihari
Preparatory Tutor, University of Miskolc

All competitions are full of talented teams, meaning that pre
paratory tutors cannot rest on their laurels, because there is 
a constant need for improvement. The students must also be 
made to realize that it is never enough to fix problems only. What 
I especially liked about this year was that I could get a peek into 
the work of students coming from countries whose technical 
higher education I knew nothing or very little about. I continue to 
regard Pneumobile as one of the most useful competitions for 

undergraduate students attending engineering programmes.

Tamás Jilling
Jok-Air, Kecskemét College

Our team entered the 2016 Pneumobile Competition with a 
newlybuilt vehicle. We had repaired previous defects and 
made a lot of new improvements. This year, we managed to 
surprise even our fellow competitors with our good results. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank each and every 
member of our team for their commitment and hard work, with 
particular recognition to our driver, who drove our Pneumobile 

with such courage that would have put any man to shame.

Szabolcs Szőnyi
dAIRp, University of Miskolc

Every year we look forward to the beginning of May with 
enormous excitement and can’t wait to get together again at 
Érsek kert in Eger. At the department’s workshop, in addition 
to the hard work which will pay off at the races held in Eger, 
the preparations preceding the competition are always great 
fun with the other teams from Miskolc. Beyond its professional 
significance, this competition is important for the recreational 
value it brings us every year. Of course, the competition also 
brings pressure, tension and fatigue, but it’s a splendid feeling 

to be participating in it.



Category Place Team University

Best Pneumobile of AVENTICS
Grand 
Prize

Műszakik 
Kanóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

Originality of Design

1. Technics 2 Estonian University of Life Sciences

2. Technics 1 Estonian University of Life Sciences

3.
Műszakik 
Kvadóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

Long-distance Race

1.
Műszakik 
Kanóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

2. Pollroth University of Pécs

3. JokAir Kecskemét College

Arcade Race

1.
Műszakik 
Kanóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

2. JokAir Kecskemét College

3.
Műszakik 
Kvadóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

Acceleration Race

1. DE  PuffAIR
University of Debrecen, Faculty of 
Engineering

2.
Műszakik 
Kanóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

3.
PeppAir Team 
Szeged

University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering

Project Management 1. Airrari Szeged University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering

SENIOR 1.
Műszakik 
Popóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

TELEMETRY 1.
Műszakik 
Kanóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

Most Inventive Design Special Prize
PeppAir Team 
Szeged

University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering

Most Innovative Team Special Prize JokAir Kecskemét College

Fastest Vehicle Special Prize
Műszakik 
Kanóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

Best Running Gear Special Prize
Műszakik 
Kvadóc Team

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics

Most Attractive Bodywork Special Prize DE  PuffAIR
University of Debrecen, Faculty of 
Engineering
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RESULTS

Pneumobile 2016 - Results

Műszakik Kanóc Team
Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics
Best Pneumobile of AVENTICS

Pepp-Air Team Szeged
University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering
Most Inventive Design

Jok-Air, Kecskemét College
Most Innovative Team
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THE TEAMS

On three and four wheels
The field saw a striking change in 2016: the rise of the horseriding 
posture. An increasing number of pneumobiles are driven by their 
drivers sitting on a saddle or kneeling, providing them the advan
tage of being able to control the vehicle more effectively in the bends 
by shifting their weights. The safety requirements were made even 
stricter in 2016, with compliance being one of the basic conditions for 
granting a racing licence. Special attention was devoted to the stability 
of steering gears and the construction of dualcircuit braking systems. 

3 Pepp-Air Team Szeged
University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering

7 Airmeks
University of Miskolc

11 Lezs-Air
Óbuda University, Donát Bánki Faculty of 

Mechanical and Safety Engineering

16 AcélBrigád
Kecskemét College

20 SzakembAIRek
University of Pannonia, Zalaegerszeg

4 Airrari Szeged
University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering

8 Műszakik Popóc Team
Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics

13 Műszakik Kanóc Team
Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics

17 DE - PuffAIR
University of Debrecen, Faculty of 

Engineering

21 Technics 2
Estonian University of Life Sciences

1 dAIRp
University of Miskolc

2 Kakukktojás
Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics

5 Mechatronix
Bialystok University of Technology

6 Jok-Air
Kecskemét College

9 Műszakik Kvadóc Team
Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics

10 Pepp-Air Senior
University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering

14 Blowfish
Brno University of Technology,  

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

15 PIKIOT
Silesian University of Technology

18 Villám
Kecskemét College, Technical College of 

Engineering Industry and Automation

24 Metálmobil
Petru Maior University

19 AirTECH
University of Oradea

25 Airplay
Sapientia Hungarian University of 

Transylvania
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THE TEAMS

31 Technics 1
Estonian University of Life Sciences

35 Löködönc
Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics

39 Torpedo
Gdańsk University of Technology

43 KBM Polska
Military University of Technology

47 WhirlWind
Brno University of Technology, 

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

50 KNKP PG
Gdańsk University of Technology

32 RTU AUTO
Riga Technical University

36 PG Power
Gdańsk University of Technology

40 MEkk MestAIR
University of Miskolc

44 Belle-Air
Óbuda University, Donát Bánki Faculty of 

Mechanical and Safety Engineering

48 TechAirGo
Sapientia Hungarian University of 

Transylvania

53 Pneumo Auto TF
Latvia University of Agriculture

26 MTRMobil
Technical University of ClujNapoca

27 TrueAir
University Vasile Alecsandri Bacau

29 SOIMII
Vasile Alecsandri, University of Bacau

30 4Go Team
Sapientia Hungarian University of 

Transylvania, TîrguMureș

33 DE - Főnix pneumobil
University of Debrecen, Faculty of 

Engineering

34 Technics 3
Estonian University of Life Sciences

37 Pannon Pressure
University of Pannonia

38 UPM AirTech
Petru Maior University

41 UPM-TCM
Petru Maior University

45 BSTM
University of Miskolc

42 Hydro+ Senior
Wrocław University of Science and 

Technology

46 Pollroth
University of Pécs, Faculty of Engineering 

and Information Technology
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THE EXPO DAY + STUDENTS’ PRESENTATIONS

The most significant new feature 
of this year’s competition was to 
extend the duration of the event 
from one and a half days to three 
full days. This allowed more time to 
be spent on the assessment of the 
vehicles and issuing start permits 
for them – the entire Thursday was 
about these activities. In addition, 
new elements were added to the 
programme schedule. 

The teams delivered their presentations 
at a conference divided into a Hungarian 
and an English section, held at Hotel Eger 
on Friday. The design, buildup and im
plementation of the teams’ organizational 
framework for their pneumobile projects 
were presented in an organized manner, 
before professional judges and an audi
ence consisting of the participants. At the 
Mini Expo held simultanously with the 
presentations, in addition to AVENTICS as 
the organizer of the event, the companies 
involved in the competition as sponsors in
troduced their scope of activities and prod
ucts, partly for the purpose to arouse the 
interest of college/university undergrad
uates for the positions and career oppor
tunities they could offer. The representing 
companies included Robert Bosch Auto
motive Steering Kft., Bosch Rexroth Kft., 
ZF Hungária Kft. and FAG Magyarország 
Ipari Kft. On the next day, these companies 
intro duced themselves to the general pub
lic in the expo section of the park, offering 
interesting games and small presents to 
the people who visited their stands. The 
representatives of these companies also 
participated in the VIP siderace held on 
Saturday afternoon, providing a great  
att raction for the spectators.

Mini Expo with maximum interest
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RACE FEVER

RACE FEVER
On Thursday, the air is already filled 
with tension even inside the sports 
hall, days before Saturday’s race. The 
machines are undergoing strict take-
over procedures, the mechanics are 
busy fixing and adjusting, controls are 
being tuned using laptops, twining 
tubes and wires are being secured 

with binders.

The arena is full of hustle and bustle: the par
ticipants are taking a good look at other racing 
machines; it may easily happen that this year’s 
fresh and successful innovations will reappear 
on other vehicles next year, at the tenth Pneu
mobile Competition. Friday is the time for pa
rading and celebration greeted by undisturbed 
sunshine at Dobó Square; the procession of the 

vehicles is surrounded by a ring of 
onlookers. The qualifiers, 
however, which last into 

the evening, are a part 
of the race: on the 

one hand, this 
is the 

first time the vehicles can be tested on a 
closed and secured circuit, on the other hand, 
the results will determine the starting order 
for the next day. On Saturday, a vivid crowd is 
walking about the race track and the venues 
for the popular sideevents, while the pneu
mobiles are steadily taking lap after lap on 
the circuit. The day sees a new speed record: 
the fastest airdriven vehicle reaches a speed 
of 51.07 km/hour – doubling the top speed 
measured at the first competition held in 2008.  
Battletested veterans and selfconfident 
rookies struggle with time and each other, 
squeezing everything out of their selfbuilt rac
ing vehicles. After the grandiose prize ceremo
ny was completed at six in the evening, every

body started home: some to nearby Miskolc, 
some faraway Lithuania. On Sunday the 

organi zers allowed themselves a 
bit of a nap. And on Mon

day it was time to start 
arrangements for 

the 10th anniver
sary Pneumobile 
Competition.
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PARTNERS’ OPINIONS

Sponsors’ evaluation

Veronika 
Stokkerné Csanády 
HR Manager, ZF Hungária Kft.:
This year again we proudly supported 
this special competition organized by 

AVENTICS Hungary Kft., providing an outstanding opportunity for 
students of engineering to enhance their professional expertise 
and organization skills. In addition to financial support, we also do
nated to Team Műszakik special component parts machined in our 
tool shop. I consider the introduction of team presentations and 
the Mini Expo important and successful new features. Both my col
leagues and I were glad to see the high number of people inquiring 
at our stand about the activities of ZFH, as well as open positions 
and career opportunities. In addition, our public stand also drew 
lively interest among the visitors of the competition. The work of 
the organizers deserves all praise and recognition; working in the 
field of HR, we know exactly how difficult it is to move such a huge 
crowd between simultaneously staged events, which both the pros 

and the volunteers of the staff managed to do successfully.

Ákos  Medgyesy
Process Engineer, 

Robert Bosch Automotive Steering Kft.

For me, the best memories come with the VIP race. I was gi
ven two laps on the racetrack featuring a difficult turnaround 
to test the little threewheeler built by the PeppAir Senior team. Unfortunately, al
ready in the first lap I managed to push the brake out of its housing in the turnaround 
corner, and had to drive on without braking. This reduced my two laps to only one 
because I had to make a pit stop. Nevertheless, I loved every minute of it! I am fasci
nated by the amount of power and torque the competitors are able to squeeze out of 
a single cylinder of compressed air! I was grinning with joy when the start lights went 
on at the starting line, and I could finally trample on the accelerator pedal!

Erzsébet  Kielkopf
HR Manager,

FAG Magyarország Ipari Kft.:

This year it was the second time FAG Magyarország Ipari Kft. 
was represented at the Pneumobile Competition. Again, Aventics 
managed to set very high standards, and our company was pleased to be participating in a 
topclass, professionally organized event worthy of international recognition. Compared to 
last year, the MiniExpo was a new feature, and we gladly participated in it. Due to our close 
connections with the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Debrecen, we had a double 
interest in the competition: two pneumobiles entered the competition from Debrecen, and 
on top of that, both of them had some team members employed by FAG. We are looking 
forward to the 10th anniversary competition in 2017 with great excitement!

Since 2015, companies and enterpri-
ses have had the opportunity to sup-
port the Pneumobile Competition or 
the team(s) of their choice. In return, 
they are provided appearance at the 
competition and related side-events. 
Here is how they saw the event:
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INCENTIVE TRIP

Diesel engine enchantment in Austria
The study trip in 2016 provided nu-
merous professional and cultural 
experiences for the winning teams 
of the competition, again. This time 
we travelled to the province of Upper 
Austria to visit the tractor factory of 
Steyr, a BMW diesel engine factory 
and some other destinations for cul-
ture and gastronomy.

Our group started out to Austria by bus 
from Eger in the morning, on Wednesday, 
29 June. Team DEPuffAir set the in
itial mood of the journey just ex
ceeding 8 hours, and were later 
joined by the JokAir Team 
and veteran “study trippers” 
Műszakik Kanóc Team in 
Budapest. The group arrived 
in the city of Linz exactly 
at lunchtime, and had their 
stomachs full in a beer garden. 
This was followed by a visit to 
the Ars Electronica Center, where 
the connection between the solar sys
tem, mankind and technology is shown in 
8K resolution and 3D. For the rest of the 
day, everybody was free to explore the city 
to buy some souvenirs for the folks back 
home. The first day ended with a trip to St. 
Valentin to check in to our accommodation.
Thursday started in St. Valentin at the Steyr 
tractor factory, where we were shown 
everything from assembly of the engine 
– the heart of every Steyr tractor – to the 
test run of the completed agricultural equip
ment. All machines that roll out of the factory 
every ten minutes are custommade, mea
ning there are no two same tractors manu
factured in the plant. All customer requests 
are fulfilled, including the wish to purchase 

a pink tractor.
We continued 
the day in the 

city of Steyr, at 
the diesel engine 

factory of BMW, 
where 1100 four and 

sixcylinder engine blocks 
are assembled each shift, amounting to a 
production of almost 1 million units every 
year. The group had a late lunch in the city 
centre, where we still had time to explore 

this small settlement cut through by rivers.
The last day featured a relaxing visit to Melk 
Abbey. We saw 800hundredyearold books 
in the library of the abbey and 600yearold 
resting saints in the church, where many of 
us enjoyed the cool air, avoiding the scorching 
heat outside. Others were resting and engaged 
in contemplation in the shadow of the church
yard. Our group returned to Hungary tired, but 
spiritually recharged, in possession of new in
formation and numerous experiences.

Mihály Varga
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Building a pneumobile is a complex project
Erzsébet Kállai, Communication Officer of 
Kecskemét College, said that these compe
titions are not only about building a vehicle: 
they are complex projects. The college pro
vides a students’ workshop for the compe
titors, and also gives professional support, 
if required; beyond this the students are 
responsible for designing and building the 
vehicle, managing the teams, arranging for 
logistics and communication of the teams 
and acquiring sponsors (to obtain the mo
ney necessary for each phase, from design 
and implementation to the competition 
itself). That’s why the teams consist of a 
mix of professionals: vehicle engineers, 
mechanical engineers, IT engineers and 
technical managers are all involved in the 
projects, which provide excellent practice 
for the students in each field. Kecskemét 

and Kecskemét College will 
be represented by three 
teams at the 2016 compe
tition: Villám, JokAir and 
Acélbrigád. 
www.hiros.hu

Not without a little drama
“I enjoyed the races a lot. I had good oppo
nents, who brought out the best in me. It’s 
interesting that I don’t normally like moving 
at full speed and I rarely drive a car,” said 
Nóra Nagy, the driver of team JokAir, for 
whom the entire vehicle was tailored by the 
team. “The guys are a bit hefty, and since the 
weight of the driver is a factor, they chose 
me. We were already here last year, but with 
a different vehicle. We did OK for a rookie 
team, but failed to reach the top three posi
tions, needing only a few hundreds of a sec
ond in the acceleration race. Based on last 
year’s experiences, we built a new machine, 
and it paid off”, Nóra added.
Team Technics 2 from Estonia won the Most 
Original Design award, and the Grand Prize 
went to Műszakik Kanóc Team.
“This machine was built for last year’s com
petition, when we tested it a lot. It turned out 
quite all right, although the chain slipped off 
the sprocket during the arcade race, and we 
couldn’t finish it. We fixed this problem this 
year. We practically replaced the wearing 
parts, widened the running gear, comple
ted a few laps, and that was our prepara
tion. Many of our team members work full 
time and two of us already graduated, so 

we could only be at the university to work 
on the pneumobile at the weekend or in the 
afternoon,” said Dániel Ihász, member of the 
winning Műszakik Kanóc Team, who works 
in Vecsés at a small company engaged in 
automation technology, thanks to the know

ledge he and his mates have 
obtained in the course of 
building and testing the ve
hicle.
www.heol.hu

Double speed
“It is fascinating to see how much the vehicles 
improved in nine years: with the same fuel, 
these machines have doubled the distance 
they can cover and also their top speed. This 
shows that with the right technology we can 
achieve a huge increase in efficiency in the use 
of compressed air,” said Mihály Varga, chief or
ganizer of the 9th International Aventics Pneu
mobile Competition, after the announcement 
of the results. “In addition to the experience, 
the practical event also has a major impact 
on the labour market: our experience shows 

that a high percentage of the 
participants are embraced 
by industrial manufacturing 
companies,” he added.
www.autopro.hu

About the race 
in the press

First time behind the wheel

For many years, the VIP race has been the 
most popular sideevent at the Pneumo
bile Competition. It is quite entertaining to 
watch how company directors and celebri
ties struggle with pneumobiles, which most 
of them have to drive for the first time, right 
away in combat mode. It is no wonder that 
there is some degree of anxiety amongst the 
members of the teams that lend their race 
cars to be driven by VIP drivers.
This year, the hosts were represented behind 
the wheel by István Gödri, managing direc

tor, and the partner company Bosch Rexroth 
was represented by their managing director 
István Ács. The drivers sent out to the race
track by the sponsoring companies included 
Erzsébet Kielkopf (FAG Magyarország), Zoltán 
Horváth and Gábor Kalocsay (Jungheinrich 
Hungária), and Ákos Medgyes (Bosch Auto
motive Steering). The media was represented 
by Dávid Borsi, head of Smart PR, as well as 
Zoltán Szujó and László Istenes, presenters. 
The 2016 VIP race was eventually won by 
Zoltán Horváth, managing director of Jung
heinrich Hungária Kft., with dynamic and 
confident driving, recording a time of 58.7 
seconds.

pneumobile


